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Temujin - 1000 Tears 

Temujin-1000 Tears Review 
Category: Music 

 

Ok, get out your black �Duds� for this one! We have new review and taking you into the �Goth� Metal 
scene for this one. First of all, I want to thank Kelly for joining NU Jams! and bringing her new CD to 
our attention. Anybody who knows me knows I am a huge fan of new music, any and all! So keep it 
coming! 

Temujin, for anybody who doesn�t know their history, is the birth name of Genghis Kahn, the 
Mongolian conqueror. About the band, Temujin is an Australian band that is building a huge 
international following. The heart and founder of the band Karl Lean does all the guitar, bass and drum 
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work on the album! He has be in the Australian metal scene for over 10 years with the band Nothing 
Sacred. Kelly adds the final touch with her mesmeric lead vocals and keyboards. 

1000 Tears is a self produced and released. It is available through many different popular sites. This 13 
track masterpiece leaves nothing short for the metalheads out there! The lead track �Find Me� will hook 
you and have you demanding more. Followed by the powerful title track �1000 Tears�. It won�t 
disappoint you! Be sure you you crank it up for the anthem �Sheltered�! And My favorite �Haunted� is 
catchy with it�s melodies and fist banging all in one. Listen for yourself here! 

..>..> 

Want more? of course you do! Listen to �So Near� by clicking on the icon! 

 

This is a definite buy on my list! A must have for all you metal heads and fist bangers! Not a Metal 
Head? Then you will enjoy the great voice and melodies that Kelly provides. Temujin -1000 Tears is an 
album that will capture you from start to finish no matter what your musical taste may be. Two thumbs 
up because I only have two thumbs to put up! 

Temujin has no association with NU Jams! We are not influenced in any way, form or fashion. I just 
enjoy sharing my opinions. Now everybody needs to go visit Temujin and thank them for all their hard 
work they do for us fans! 

NU Jams! 

 
www.nujams.com - See ya in 3D! 

any bands wanting to put their music to the test send to bands@nujams.com 
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